The visitor’s notebook
If you visit Borgo Santuletta, spend a few days away from the
routine, or even just a few hours, you discover a lost dimension, find your lost calm, fix your mood, heal the wounds of an
exhausting life.
Here at the Borgo, time flows according to its own rhythms
and thoughts are free to flow between a dip in the pool, a lunch next to the well and a walk in the park of the animals. This
is how our stories were born: listening to the rhythm of nature
and the visitor stories.
And just for visitors there is this notebook, a space to populate
with ideas, inspirations, words that immortalize the moments
here at the Borgo.
We have put our synapses into it, now it’s your turn: write,
draw, tell us what you experienced or felt during your stay.
You can give us yours
thoughts and continue the story with us, or put the notebook
in the suitcase, to take a Borgo Santuletta souvenir with you.

Welcome to the synapsis refuge
A special memory always remains imprinted after each trip.
It can be a perfume, a flavor, an object or a glimpse that
struck us and made us fall in love. When we find this again,
after some time, our mind goes back to that place, because
a bond indissoluble has been created, and a pleasant shiver
runs through the spine, to excite the senses and the soul.
It is this game of synapses that makes dreams possible, that
transforms those flashes of memory into stories.
And here we are right in the refuge of the synapses, where a
collection of memories and corners transports us
in another dimension, unexplored but familiar. In Oltrepò a
door opens to another world, just open it to feel that thrill.
… There’s some more to discover about “the synapsis refuge” …
so as not to lose the literary nuances we leave you the pleasure of translating this part into your language and if you’d
like we will talk about it together over a glass of wine.
You can find the full version on our Italian site - Il rifugio delle
sinapsi.

